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Capillary-Gravity waves on the Interface 

of a Two Layer Fluid-Derivation of K-dV 

Equation with Higher Order Terms

Jeongwhan Choi

Abstract. The objective of this paper is to study two dimensional 
waves on the interface between two immiscible, invicid and incom
pressible fluid bounded by two rigid varing boundaries when grav
ity and surface tension appear. By using unfied asymptotic method, 
a K-dV equation with higher order terms fr이n which many model 
equations for the fluid domain can be obtained, is derived.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider two-dimensional flow of two immisible, 

invicid, and incompressible fluids of different constant densities when 
surface tension appears. We assume the fluid is bounded by two rigid 
boundaries which have variations.

Numerical studies of one-layer fluid past an obstruction were car
ried out by Forbes and Schwartz [1], Vanden-Broeck [2] and Forbes
[3] . An asymptotic theory for small-amplitude steady flow over an ob
struction were studied by Shen, Shen and Sun [4] and Shen [5]. In
[4] and [5] they derived an equation called Forced K-dV equation and 
found new types of solutions for one layer fluid. For two layer fluid 
over an obstruction has been studied by Choi, Sun, and Shen [6], in 
which they derived Forced Modified K-dV equation and many results 
obtained before were recovered with new types of solutions.
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For the problem considered here, we derive move general equation, 
K-dV equation with higher order terms, from which Forced K-dV and 
Forced Modified K-dV and other model equations can be derived.

2. Derivation of K — dV Equations with higher order terms
The fluid domain U Q“* is two dimensional with :r*-aixs to 

be horizontal direction and 2：*-axis to be the vertical in the direction 
opposite to gravity. Q*+ and are separated by the interface 之* = 

rf in the presence of the surface tension and bounded by two rigid 
boundaries z* = and 之* = H*-(x*) (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1

Then the equation of motion and boundary conditions are :
In Q*土,

(1) u昔+ w：? = 0

⑵ <3 + u*+i뼈 + w*+t쳐 = —p：』7p*+

(3) + u*土w昔 + w*土 w：? = —2겨7/9*土 一 g ;

at the interface 之* = 77*,

(4) 자 + u*土까, _ w*土 = 0,

(5) p*+—p— =r*77：*/(l + (心)2)3/2 ；
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at the rigid boundaries 之* = H*土(x*).

(6) w*土 _ u*土H쳐= = 0, 乃*土(0 = A*土 + 6*土(z*>3.

Here (u*土, w*土) are velocities, p후보 are densities, p*土 are pressures, g 
is the gravitational acceleration constant, T* is the surface tension 
constant, and e > 0 is a small parameter. Now we need to nondimen- 
sionaliqe equations (1) through (6) to solve them mathematically, and 
let L be the horizontal length scale and H = |日*“(—oo)| be the ver
tical scale. Assume that e니2 = H/L《1, which is so-called longwave 
assumption and we introduce the following nondimensional variables :

t = 63/2V石7示*, TJ = 厂切",

p+ = P*+/fi%/-*, ⑦, 刀 = 幻기L, Z*/分),

(u, w) = —7!흐(▼*, 厂니2w*), T = r/p—gH2,

p+=/+//-, = IT노/ H.

In therms of them, (1) to (6) become :
InQ土,

(7) 냐 + w? = 0

(8) w, + 以土냐 + w 土냐 = —7부//셔1

(9) 旨2w, + w土w, + 6W土wj = —샤/乃土 一 1 ;

at the interface 之 = 577,

(10) e2r)t + eu土 tjx — w土 = 0

(11) p+ — p- = e2Ti]xx/(l 十 s2j/2)3/2 ；

at the rigid boundaries z =

(12) w 土 — w土/志 = 0,
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where(T = 1. Then we let /iq (j:) = h土 + 63&土(紀) with the conditions 
that h土 are constants so that 7厂 = — 1 and h = h노.

In the following, we use unified asymptotic method to derive the 
equation for 7j(x). Assume that u, w, and p possess an asymptotic 
expansion of the form,

<Kt, x, 2：) 〜 0o + 引/>i + 匕2<》2 H-----,

and we use the condition

(13) eu+rix — Ilf" = — w" at 之 = 印(애),

instead of (10). By substituting the asymptotic expansion of u, w, 
and p into (7) and (9) and (11) to (13) and comparing orders of 
e, we obtain a sequence of equations and boundary conditions. The 
solutions for the zeroth approximation are given so that Uq = Uq 

(constants), Wq = 0, and = —/>土之. The equations for the first 
order approximation are :

(14) 녀i = 0,

(15) ※녀그 = —휴J P노,

(16) Piz = 0,

subject to the boundary conditions at 之 = 0,

(17) - w“ = 0,

(18) Pi -PT + 心치 - Poz) = 0,

at 2r = h土,

(19) w, = 0.
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From (16), we can see that p초 are functions of x and t only. We express 
p추 = /,(⑦,'), and from (14), (15), and (19), it follows that

(20) w? = (之 一 /1土)/$(鉛,<)/以0/)土.

From (17) and (18), and using the fact that 可|=_oo = 0, u취=_oo = 
At, i = 1,2, we obtain

fi = (h+G>+ - P°)/(-h+ + hrp#/p—)、川,

(21) P? = c 計], cr = /i+G>+ — p°)/(—A+ + hrp 노 Ip-),

4 = c? + (p+ — p-)

(22) 녀= = —($r]/uQp 士 + 수,

(23) wf = (之 一 h土)(추仏/以이으土.

We use the same method to find 냐 , w$, /g, w〒, 녀\ and in terms 
of 7], and we can derive an equation of 77. As we can see in (17), we 
did not use the equations

e2T]t + eu 노1qx — w土 = 0,

but only used

e2r/t + eu+r)x — w+ = e2r)t + eu~r)x — uT.

Hence, by substituting tig, , tg, ug in the kinematic condi
tion :

£27乃 十 이厂仙 一 W” = 0,

we obtain
(24)

凶 P7t + 刀2 ⑦r + 人 3lTQx + A^aJ]xxx

+ e+ B2Tpix + B3i]2t]x + B4r]xxxxx

十 B^Tjxxt 十 BQTjxTjxx 十 B^qTjxxx 4" B^bx 十

/X
T]tt dx + Bn?p]t + Bwit + B^t]x I r)t

= 0(으2),
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where

Ai = 1 + 7z(l — p(tg(p + h)),

刀2 = 1 + (1 — P)/(wo(P + h)),

A3 = 2(1 — p)(2u：(/> + h)(p — /i2)

+ (1 + h)(l — p)(h2 — p))/(^o(P + 으)3)，

A4 = (—l/u0)(l + P(h?uQ — 1)/(3(/7/Ju0))

+ (1/地)(/7/(pG> + A)))

Bi = (1 + 7i(l — p).(tz：(p + h))) 人么 — h(l — />) 서/(어 (p + h)),

B2 through B13 are given explicitly in [7].
The equation (24) is called the K-dV equation with higher order 

term, from which one can derive model equations of the two layer fluid 
over an obstruction by changing the order of 77(⑦) and t. In particular, 
the case when p « 7z2, Ai « 0, and the fluid flow is steady has been 
studied extensively in [6].
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